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Abstract

Wind-driven coastal upwelling is an important process that transports nutrients from the deep ocean to the surface, fueling

biological productivity. To better understand what affects the upward transport of nutrients (and many other properties such

as temperature, salinity, oxygen, and carbon), it is necessary to know the depth of source waters (i.e. “source depth’) or the

density of source waters (“source density’). Here, we focus on the upwelling driven by offshore Ekman transport and present a

scaling relation for the source depth and density by considering a balance between the wind-driven upwelling and eddy-driven

restratification processes. The scaling suggests that the source depth varies as $(\tau/N)ˆ{1/2}$, while the source density

goes as $(\tauˆ{1/2} Nˆ{3/2})$. We test these relations using numerical simulations of an idealized coastal upwelling front

with varying constant wind forcing and initial vertically-uniform stratification, and we find good agreement between the theory

and numerical experiments. This highlights the importance of considering stratification in wind-driven upwelling dynamics,

especially when thinking about how nutrient transport and primary production of coastal upwelling regions might change with

increased ocean warming and stratification.
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Key Points:6

• We present a scaling based on balancing wind-driven upwelling and eddy restrat-7

ification for the source depth in coastal upwelling regions.8

• The source depth increases nonlinearly with stronger winds and weaker stratifi-9

cation.10

• This has implications for how source depth may change in a more stratified ocean,11

which affects the upwelling of temperature and nutrients.12
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Abstract13

Wind-driven coastal upwelling is an important process that transports nutrients from14

the deep ocean to the surface, fueling biological productivity. To better understand what15

affects the upward transport of nutrients (and many other properties such as temper-16

ature, salinity, oxygen, and carbon), it is necessary to know the depth of source waters17

(i.e. “source depth”) or the density of source waters (“source density”). Here, we focus18

on the upwelling driven by offshore Ekman transport and present a scaling relation for19

the source depth and density by considering a balance between the wind-driven upwelling20

and eddy-driven restratification processes. The scaling suggests that the source depth21

varies as (τ/N)1/2, while the source density goes as (τ1/2N3/2). We test these relations22

using numerical simulations of an idealized coastal upwelling front with varying constant23

wind forcing and initial vertically-uniform stratification, and we find good agreement be-24

tween the theory and numerical experiments. This highlights the importance of consid-25

ering stratification in wind-driven upwelling dynamics, especially when thinking about26

how nutrient transport and primary production of coastal upwelling regions might change27

with increased ocean warming and stratification.28

Plain Language Summary29

Coastal upwelling is a phenomenon where wind blowing parallel to a coast causes30

water from the deep ocean to be brought up to the surface. Many properties in the ocean–31

such as temperature, nutrients, oxygen, carbon–exhibit a strong contrast between the32

surface and the deep ocean, so coastal upwelling is an important process that redistributes33

these properties in the ocean. For example, nutrient concentration generally increases34

with depth, and coastal upwelling helps to supply high-nutrient water from the deep ocean35

to the sunlit surface, which enables the growth of marine plants. Just how much nutri-36

ent reaches the surface depends on the strength of upwelling and on the source depth from37

which water is upwelled, which determines its nutrient concentration. We develop and38

test a theory for predicting the source depth of coastal upwelling based on the strength39

of the wind and density stratification, i.e. the density contrast between the surface and40

depth. This theory can help predict how effects of coastal upwelling could be altered in41

the future from changes in wind and increased stratification due to ocean warming.42

1 Introduction43

Coastal upwelling driven by alongshore winds is an important physical process that44

brings water from the deep ocean up to the surface. This upwelling results in the ver-45

tical transport and redistribution of oceanic properties and has many consequences. For46

instance, the upwelling of colder waters from depth can influence regional weather and47

climate by lowering the sea surface temperature (Izumo et al., 2008). Moreover, the ver-48

tical transport of nutrients in coastal upwelling regions fuels high primary production (Chavez49

& Messié, 2009; Carr, 2001; Messié et al., 2009), and upwelling of dissolved inorganic car-50

bon affects the air-sea exchange of carbon dioxide (Hales et al., 2005; Friederich et al.,51

2008; Torres et al., 2002).52

Coastal upwelling is typically driven by an alongshore wind stress that results in53

offshore Ekman transport given by VE = τ/ρf , where τ is the alongshore wind stress,54

ρ is the seawater density, and f is the Coriolis parameter. From continuity, the offshore55

Ekman transport is balanced by upwelling, so VE is also the volumetric upwelling rate56

of water per unit length of coastline. Coastal upwelling occurs largely within a Rossby57

radius of the coast, but farther offshore, Ekman pumping driven by the wind stress curl58

may also contribute to upwelling (Pickett & Paduan, 2003; Koračin et al., 2004). The59

vertical velocities arising from the wind stress curl are typically weaker than those as-60

sociated with offshore Ekman transport, but act over a larger area offshore, and so it may61
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be important to consider both Ekman transport and Ekman pumping depending on the62

region of interest (Enriquez & Friehe, 1995; Pickett & Paduan, 2003; Koračin et al., 2004).63

Ekman transport theory has been applied extensively to quantify upwelling strength64

– such as through an upwelling index – based on the magnitude of the alongshore wind65

stress (e.g. Huyer, 1983; Bakun, 1990; Sydeman et al., 2014). However, Ekman trans-66

port, VE , only describes the volumetric rate of upwelled water, which is just a piece of67

the puzzle. Because the ocean is stratified with lighter layers of water above denser lay-68

ers, many properties (e.g. temperature, salinity, nutrients, dissolved inorganic carbon,69

and oxygen) also exhibit strong vertical gradients in the water column. In a coastal up-70

welling region, isopycnals tilt up and outcrop near the coast, so the vertical gradients71

give rise to horizontal surface gradients, which we are then able to observe from satel-72

lite imagery. In order to quantify what properties are brought to the surface, it is im-73

portant to consider the depth from which water originates, i.e. its source depth Ds. For74

instance, consider a typical temperature distribution that decreases monotonically with75

depth; upwelling water from 50 m will result in a different SST than if the water upwelled76

from 150 m. Similarly, instead of depth, we can also think about the density of water77

that is upwelled, which is useful for properties such as nitrate that correlate strongly with78

density (Omand & Mahadevan, 2013).79

The effect of different upwelling source depths on the SST and phytoplankton pro-80

ductivity are clearly observable in the Arabian Sea (AS) and Bay of Bengal (BoB). South-81

westerly winds blow over both basins during the summer monsoon, which causes upwelling82

along the western coasts of the AS and BoB. Interestingly though, observations show dra-83

matically stronger effects in the AS compared to the BoB. For instance, climatological84

SST in the western AS cools by 4.4 ◦C from May to August, while SST in the western85

BoB only cools by 1.3 ◦C during this same time frame (Fig. 1). At first glance it might86

seem that the stronger southwesterly wind stress in the AS (0.19 Nm−2 in the western87

AS compared to 0.06 Nm−2 in the western BoB) is chiefly responsible for the different88

upwelling responses (Fig. 1b). However, the BoB is also strikingly more stratified than89

the AS year round. The density stratification, characterized by the square of the buoy-90

ancy frequency N2 = − gρ
∂ρ
∂z , when depth-averaged over the upper 250 m in the BoB91

is about double that in the AS (Fig. 1c). Prasanna Kumar et al. (2002) concluded that92

the weaker wind-driven mixing in the BoB is unable to break through the strong sur-93

face stratification and entrain cold nutrient-rich water from below, which explains the94

higher SST and lower productivity in the BoB compared to the AS. Similarly, stratifi-95

cation would also counter the effect of wind-driven coastal upwelling and contribute to96

a shallower upwelling source depth near the western margin of the BoB compared to the97

AS. The contrasting response to coastal upwelling in the AS and BoB motivates the ques-98

tion as to what sets the source depth and source density of upwelling and how these dif-99

fer between the two basins.100

Previous diagnostic methods for estimating source depth include using an offshore101

density profile and identifying the depth where the density is the same as the onshore102

surface density (Carr & Kearns, 2003), identifying the intersection of offshore and on-103

shore temperature-salinity diagrams (Carmack & Aagaard, 1977; Messié et al., 2009),104

and tracking virtual particles in a numerical ocean model (Chhak & Lorenzo, 2007). More105

recently, Jacox and Edwards (2011, 2012), following the theory of Lentz and Chapman106

(2004), investigated how the shelf slope and stratification affect the cross-shelf circula-107

tion and source depth in a two-dimensional model. They found that the source depth108

varies with the topographic Burger number, which is dependent on stratification, bot-109

tom slope, and f (c.f. Fig. 3 Jacox & Edwards, 2012). However, there was not a direct110

and generalizable relationship established between the source depth and variables such111

as the wind stress or stratification. Moreover, the source depth of Jacox and Edwards112

(2011, 2012) grows monotonically with time, so their results are meant for studying in-113
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Figure 1. Monthly climatology for the Arabian Sea (AS) and Bay of Bengal (BoB) calcu-

lated for the period 1989-2017. a. Sea surface temperature (SST, color) and wind stress (ar-

rows) in the Arabian Sea (AS) and Bay of Bengal (BoB) for July. b. Seasonal cycle of SST

and southwesterly wind stress averaged in the regions denoted by boxes in panel a. c. Sea-

sonal cycle of depth-averaged N2 in the upper 250 m of the ocean in the AS and BoB boxes.

SST and wind data are from monthly ERA-Interim Reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011), wind stress

is calculated with the Large and Pond (1981) formula, and N2 is calculated from the MIMOC

climatology (Schmidtko et al., 2013) using the Gibbs Seawater Toolbox (McDougall & Barker,

2011).

dividual upwelling events lasting a few days. To predict the source depth on longer timescales,114

such as over an entire upwelling season, a new theory is needed.115

In this study, we move beyond one- and two-dimensional arguments to consider how116

wind and stratification affect the source depth. Without considering the spatio-temporal117

variability in the winds or sloping topography that includes a continental shelf and slope,118

we argue that the source depth in an upwelling region results from a balance between119

the wind-driven overturning and eddy-driven restratification. It is shown that alongshore120

winds give rise to an upwelling front that exhibits baroclinic instability (Brink, 2016; Brink121

& Seo, 2016). These eddies are ubiquitous in upwelling fronts and tend to flatten isopy-122

cnals, thereby countering the steepening of isopycnals due to Ekman transport (Durski123

& Allen, 2005; Capet et al., 2008), and preventing (or slowing) an indefinite increase in124

the source depth. This countering effect of eddies has been related to reduced nutrient125

concentrations and primary production in nearshore coastal upwelling regions (e.g. Gru-126

ber et al., 2011; Hernández-Carrasco et al., 2014), but to our knowledge, it has not yet127

been applied to estimating the source depth. We use a three-dimensional numerical model128

of an upwelling system to experiment with a range of parameters and test the theory.129

Our theory is applicable in the mean (seasonal or longer-term average) sense to any coastal130

upwelling region, such as the Eastern Boundary Upwelling Systems (EBUS), and for as-131

sessing how such regions may differ from each other or be affected by climate change.132

In what follows, we begin, in Sec. 2, by developing a theoretical scaling relation for133

source depth, Ds as a function of windstress, τ , and stratification, N2, in a dynamically134

equilibrated upwelling front. We then extend this to estimate the source density, or the135

density difference of the source waters from the undisturbed (offshore) surface density.136

In Sec. 3, we describe the idealized numerical model, experiments, and methods for test-137

ing the scaling relation. The results of the numerical experiments and comparison to the138

scaling relation are presented in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, we discuss potential implications of139

the source depth scaling on upwelling regions undergoing climate change before summa-140

rizing and concluding in Sec. 6.141
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2 Theoretical estimate of source depth142

To develop a scaling for the quasi-balanced source depth, we begin by considering143

an idealized ocean initially at rest with horizontal isopycnals and a constant stratifica-144

tion. When a steady upwelling-favorable wind is imposed, an offshore Ekman transport145

is developed at the surface with a return flow in the interior, which results in an wind-146

driven overturning circulation denoted by the stream function ψw (Fig. 2). As dense wa-147

ter upwells near the coast, isopycnals steepen and outcrop at the surface, creating an up-148

welling front with a cross-shore buoyancy gradient as described by Allen et al. (1995).149

If the wind persists in maintaining the upwelling front, the front eventually becomes baro-150

clinically unstable (Durski & Allen, 2005; Brink, 2016) and generates eddies. We assume151

the diapycnal mixing is small and that most transport occurs along isopycnals, so the152

effect of the eddies is to adiabatically flatten isopycnals in the along-front mean sense153

(Lee et al., 1997; Marshall & Radko, 2003). This slumping of isopycnals and re-stratifying154

of the upper ocean by eddies is described by the eddy stream function ψe, which acts155

in the opposite direction to ψw (Fig. 2). A dynamical equilibrium is achieved when the156

mean along-front wind-driven steepening of isopycnals is countered by the eddy-driven157

slumping (Fig. 2). This is the same idea as the eddy equilibration mechanism of Marshall158

and Radko (2003) for the Southern Ocean, except that a coastal upwelling front is on159

a much smaller scale than the Southern Ocean front (100 km as opposed to 2000 km).160

Mahadevan et al. (2010) showed that the residual mean framework is also applicable to161

an open ocean non-quasigeostrophic mixed layer front, and here we follow their approach162

in balancing ψw with ψe to solve for the equilibrated source depth.163

Figure 2. Schematic of a steady state upwelling front in the northern hemisphere. The shad-

ing denotes layers of different potential density with isopycnals denoted by the interfacial sur-

faces. The coast is on the left, and an alongshore wind blowing into the page causes an offshore

Ekman transport that results in a wind driven overturning circulation, ψw. Baroclinic insta-

bilities produce an opposing eddy-driven circulation (in the along-shore mean) given by the

streamfunction ψe. The width of the front is L, and the source depth is Ds.

2.1 Source depth scaling164

The wind-driven overturning circulation ψw is simply given by the Ekman trans-165

port166

ψw =
−τ
ρ0f

, (1)167

but we need choose a form for the eddy-driven stream function ψe. We use the mixed-168

layer instability parameterization for ψe (Fox-Kemper et al., 2008a; Fox-Kemper & Fer-169
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rari, 2008b), given by170

ψe = Ce
D2
sby
f

, (2)171

where by (s−2) is the surface lateral buoyancy gradient, and buoyancy is defined as b ≡172

−g ρ
ρ0

(ms−2). The coefficient is Ce = 0.06. In the Fox-Kemper et al. (2008a) formu-173

lation, the strength of ψe depends on the mixed layer depth, but here we use the source174

depth, Ds, as the vertical scale, since this is the unstratified depth in the upwelling re-175

gion shoreward of the upwelling front. With this choice for ψe, we assume that baroclinic176

instability is dominant in the upper ocean region of interest, and we later show in Sec. 4177

that this choice adequately captures the eddy dynamics in our numerical model. One178

thing to note is that the baroclinic instabilities represented by ψe act in the upper ocean,179

while the wind-driven overturning circulation acts throughout the water column, so a180

balance can only be achieved in the upper ocean. However, we are primarily concerned181

with water entering the mixed layer and reaching the surface, so we focus on the balance182

of stream functions above the source depth and assume the wind-driven circulation is183

closed in the interior.184

The lateral buoyancy gradient by scales as185

by ∼
∆b

L
, (3)186

where ∆b is the surface buoyancy difference across the upwelling front and L is the width187

of the front (Fig. 2). Typically if a pycnocline is present in the initial conditions, then188

the upwelled pycnocline is called the upwelling front since it has the greatest density gra-189

dient. In the case of 2D upwelling, this upwelling front will move offshore with time due190

to Ekman transport, so the front width will be narrower and quite different from the dis-191

tance between the coast and the front (Szoeke & Richman, 1984). However, in our ide-192

alized setup with uniform vertical stratification, L extends all the way to the coast and193

it is proportional to the cross-shore distance over which the isopycnals are sloping, which194

is the Rossby deformation radius. Though the eddy field will have some affect the sur-195

face front width, we take L to be the proportional to the Rossby radius of deformation.196

Lentz and Chapman (2004) found L = 4NDs/f from simulations of multiple coastal197

upwelling regions, and we also find that taking L = 4NDs/f generally agrees with the198

surface expression of the front across our simulations (see Fig. S3; Supplementary ma-199

terials).200

Next, the stratification N2 is defined as the vertical buoyancy gradient bz, which201

is approximately202

N2 = bz ∼
∆b

Ds
, (4)203

where ∆b is now the buoyancy difference between the surface and at a depth Ds. If we204

assume that coastal upwelling simply tilts isopycnals so that vertical buoyancy gradi-205

ents become lateral surface buoyancy gradients, then ∆b in Eqs. (3) and (4) are the same.206

This allows us to substitute ∆b = N2Ds from Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), and we can now re-207

late the lateral buoyancy gradient to stratification and the source depth. Further, sub-208

stituting L = 4NDs/f into Eq. (4) yields by = Nf/4.209

Lastly, balancing ψw with ψe from Eqs. (1) and (2) and making the substitution210

by = Nf/4 yields the following scaling estimate for the source depth211

Ds = Cs

(
τ

ρ0Nf

)1/2

, (5)212

where Cs = (4/Ce)
1/2 = 8.16 for Ce = 0.06. Equation (5) tells us that Ds ∼ τ1/2, as213

stronger winds drive greater offshore Ekman transport, resulting in the upwelling of deeper214

water. Conversely, Ds ∼ N−1/2, since increased stratification creates a larger lateral215
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density gradient, which strengthens the eddy overturning circulation (Eq. 10) to reduce216

upwelling depth. Lastly, the 1/2 power-law in Eq. (5) implies that source depth is most217

sensitive to changes when τ/N is small, i.e. in strongly stratified regions with weak wind.218

Interestingly Eq. (5) gives the same scaling as the Pollard-Rhines-Thompson (PRT)219

wind-driven mixed layer depth as both are dependent on (τ/ρ0fN)1/2. However, Eq. (5)220

arises from a different process (balancing eddy restratification with upwelling) than the221

Richardson-number criteria that is used for the PRT depth (Pollard et al., 1973). One222

difference is that the coefficient for the PRT depth is around 0.57-1.29 (Lentz, 1992), while223

the coefficient in Eq. (5) is about 8 times larger. It makes sense that the source depth224

varies in a way similar to the mixed layer depth since the source depth has to be at least225

as deep as the mixed layer depth. Moreover, it is reassuring that the PRT depth has been226

shown to match well with observed mixed layer depths in upwelling regions around the227

world (Lentz, 1992; Dever et al., 2006), and the onshore velocities are found to peak be-228

low the PRT depth (Dever et al., 2006). So it seems reasonable that the source depth229

would correlate with the PRT depth, but be deeper overall.230

2.2 Density of upwelled water231

While it is intuitive to think of a source depth, many variables of interest in the232

ocean–such as temperature and nitrate–have a stronger correlation with density than depth233

(Omand & Mahadevan, 2013). Thus, depending on the application, it may be useful to234

think in terms of the density of upwelled water instead of its source depth. We denote235

the upwelling density as a density offset ∆ρ from offshore surface waters ρoffshore, so the236

true density of water upwelled near the coast is equal to ∆ρ+ ρoffshore.237

To obtain a scaling relation for ∆ρ, we use Eq. (4) to make the substitution Ds =238

− g
ρ0

∆ρ
N2 in Eq. (5). Equation (5) can then be recast as a scaling relationship for ∆ρ as239

a function of the wind stress and stratification:240

∆ρ =
Cs
g

(
ρ0τ

f

)1/2

N3/2. (6)241

In contrast to the source depth in Eq. (5), the density offset scales with N3/2 since larger242

vertical density gradients (N2) result in a greater surface lateral density difference (∆ρ)243

and equivalently, a larger density offset from the source of upwelling. ∆ρ scales as N3/2
244

instead of N2, because stronger stratification also strengthens the eddy overturning cir-245

culation and weakens upwelling. Thus, eddies reduce the extent to which stratification246

influences the density offset, but ∆ρ still has a stronger dependence on stratification than247

wind. Any combination of wind stress and stratification yields a unique source depth and248

density offset, which means we can use Ds and ∆ρ interchangeably and easily convert249

between the two.250

3 Methods251

To evaluate Eqs. (5) and (6), we use a three-dimensionsal (3D) numerical ocean252

model configured in a periodic channel with stratification and wind stress that represent253

the range observed in the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal. We run simulations with dif-254

ferent values of wind stress and initial stratification to test how the source depth and255

density offset respond. In these simulations, we use a constant value of wind stress and256

uniform N2 for the majority of cases, although we also test the scaling with more real-257

istic profiles of N2(z). From the model outputs, we calculate the source depth Ds and258

density offset ∆ρ based on the upwelling in the 3D numerical model and compare those259

to theoretical estimates of Ds and ∆ρ from Eqs. (5) and (6).260
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3.1 Numerical model261

We use the Process Study Ocean Model, which numerically solves the nonhydro-262

static Bousinesq equations (Mahadevan et al., 1996a, 1996b). The model domain is a flat-263

bottomed re-entrant channel on an f -plane centered at a latitude of 15◦N, approximately264

the mid-latitude of the AS and BoB. The channel extends 96 km in the alongshore (x)265

direction, 384 km in the cross-shore (y) direction, and has a total depth of 500 m (in the266

z direction). The horizontal grid resolution is 1 km, and there are 32 stretched vertical267

levels ranging in thickness from 1 m at the surface to 36 m at the bottom. A horizon-268

tal resolution of 2 km is also tested and it did not significantly alter the source depth,269

but we use 1 km which is consistent with Durski and Allen (2005). The boundary con-270

ditions are periodic in the alongshore direction, and no-flow boundary conditions are en-271

forced at the walls in the cross-shore direction. The cross-shore width is chosen to be large272

enough so that the offshore boundary does not influence the upwelling dynamics at the273

coast located at y = 0 km. Deepening the domain to 1000 m and doubling the width274

of the channel in the y direction has no significant effect on the source depth. The model275

is initialized with the same vertical density profile throughout the domain and is started276

from a state of rest with no initial horizontal gradients.277

A wind stress τ = (τx, 0) is applied in the negative x direction, which drives up-278

welling at the coast located at y = 0 (Fig. 3). The alongshore wind stress is τx = −τmax279

everywhere except near the offshore wall, where τx decays linearly to 0 from y = 234 km280

to y = 385 km to spread the downwelling over a large area far offshore. At the start281

of the model run τ is increased linearly from 0 to τx over the first 10 days to gradually282

spin up the model and avoid generating strong internal waves. After day 10, the wind283

stress is held constant.284

To test the validity of explaining source depth with the dynamical equilibrium pro-285

posed, we need to be careful with the model mixing scheme. Here, we aim to character-286

ize the source depth that results from the balance between coastal upwelling and eddy-287

restratification, which are both largely adiabatic processes. But, the source depth could288

also deepen due to vertical mixing, a diapycnal process. In order to focus on the adia-289

batic processes, we use a simple mixing scheme that results in a predictable mixed layer290

depth, which is less than the source depth. This ensures that the source depth is not in-291

fluenced by diabatic mixing. In the horizontal, we use a constant eddy diffusivity and292

viscosity of Kh = 1 m2s−1 in all the simulations. The vertical eddy diffusivity and vis-293

cosity Kz is dependent on the wind stress and is parameterized following Mahadevan et294

al. (2010) as295

Kz = max

{
1

2
Kmax

[
1 + tanh

(
z + δE

∆
π

)]
,Kmin

}
, (7)296

where δE = 0.4
f

(
τ
ρ

)1/2

is the depth of the surface Ekman layer and ∆ (m) is the tran-297

sition height (see Fig. 3). All of the numerical experiments used Kmax = 10−2 m2s−1,298

Kmin = 10−5 m2s−1, and ∆ = 0.5δE , based on Mahadevan et al. (2010).299

Equation (7) creates a surface mixed layer whose thickness depends on the wind300

stress while neglecting the effect of air-sea buoyancy fluxes (e.g. heating or cooling), which301

are not included in the model. A constraint is that the source depth Ds cannot be shal-302

lower than the mixed layer depth MLD, and is in fact much deeper in the simulations.303

By purposefully making the model mixing independent of N2, we are able to evaluate304

the effect of N2 on the eddy restratification process without concern that lowered strat-305

ification might increase mixing, and thereby enhance the source depth. If we were to use306

a more sophisticated, but less interpretable, turbulence closure scheme –such as Mellor-307

Yamada , k-ε, or K-Profile Parameterization (Wijesekera et al., 2003; Mukherjee et al.,308

2016)– as is commonly used in coastal settings, then it would less clear how much ver-309

tical mixing affects the source depth. This would make it more difficult to isolate the de-310

pendence of source depth on the balance between ψw and ψe.311
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We run nine experiments varying the initial N2 between 10−5 and 10−4 s−2 and312

varying τmax between 10−2 and 10−1 Nm−2. These values were chosen to approximately313

span the range of observed wind stress and N2 (averaged over the top 500 m) in the Ara-314

bian Sea and Bay of Bengal. While the southwesterly wind stress reaches 0.2 Nm−2 in315

the Arabian Sea, this high a value was difficult to implement, since the wind in the model316

blows constantly for months and it would necessitate a very small time step. So we cap317

the highest constant wind stress in our model simulations at 0.1 Nm−2. Three additional318

experiments are run with the initial N2(z) varying with depth to test the effects of us-319

ing more realistic density stratification profiles. For these three experiments, we vary the320

thickness of the initial mixed layer (ML) and the peak stratification in the initial pro-321

file N2
peak, but maintain the same depth-averaged stratification in the upper 250 m. These322

additional three experiments are further explained in Sec. 4.3. Table 3.1 summarizes the323

parameters used in each experiment. Each simulation is integrated forward in time with324

a time step of 108 s (for τmax = 0.1 Nm−2) or 216 s (all other experiments) for at least325

30 days after the upwelling front becomes unstable. The total time period of the sim-326

ulations ranged from 60 days to 180 days, depending on how long it takes for the front327

to become unstable. Outputs are saved at 1-day intervals.328

Our simulations are designed to be as simple as possible while still capturing the329

dynamics of interest - i.e., the competition between the wind-driven upwelling and ed-330

dies. As a result, several other factors that could affect upwelling are neglected. To start,331

we ignore bottom topography, which introduces different dynamics and has been shown332

to affect the source depth by upwelling deep water along the bottom boundary layer (Lentz333

& Chapman, 2004; Jacox & Edwards, 2011, 2012). Here we focus on upwelling just from334

the interior and not coming up slope through the bottom boundary layer. Moreover, Brink335

(2016) found that the available potential energy for baroclinic instability, as well as the336

eddy kinetic energy and eddy length scale, all depend on the bottom slope. In addition,337

there is no bottom friction in the experiments shown here; we find that the inclusion of338

bottom friction does not significantly alter the source depth, so it is omitted to exclude339

having another parameter to tune. Because a constant wind stress is applied for months340

in the model, we see unrealistically large horizontal velocities of up to 2 ms−1 in some341

simulations. For simplicity though, we keep the wind stress constant in time, without342

any cross-shore component, or any significant wind stress curl. Lastly, a consequence of343

the minimal mixing is that surface Ekman transport sometimes results in unstable den-344

sity profiles near the surface. This could be remedied by adding a convective mixing scheme,345

but is avoided because we find it results in unrealistic horizontal grid-scale gradients (Cessi,346

1996). We think that these unrealistic artifacts of the model do not affect the overall re-347

sults of this study.348

3.2 Source depth calculation349

We determine the “true” source depth in the model by using passive tracers to track350

the initial depth of water parcels. The model is initialized with 32 separate passive trac-351

ers, one at each vertical level. Each tracer is initialized to have a concentration of 1 in352

its starting grid cell and 0 everywhere else. As water advects in the model, each grid cell353

will have a combination of tracers from various starting depths. We obtain a single source354

depth for each grid cell by taking a weighted average of all the initial depths of the trac-355

ers present, weighted by the tracer concentrations. Mathematically, this is defined as356

Ds =

∑M
i=1 cidi∑M
i=1 ci

, (8)357

where M is the number of tracers (32 in this case), di is the initial depth of tracer i, and358

ci is the concentration of tracer i. The density offset ∆ρ is related to the source depth359

Ds through the definition of stratification N2 = − g
ρ0

∆ρ
Ds

. Thus, we convert from Ds cal-360

culated in the model to ∆ρ using ∆ρ = −ρ0g N
2Ds, where the initial constant strati-361

fication is the value used for N2.362
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Table 1. Alongshore wind stress τmax, depth-averaged initial stratification (N2
avg) in upper

250 m, and details about the shape of the initial N2 profile for the various simulations in this

paper. The first nine experiments are initialized with an uniform N2 profile. The experiments

“small peak,” “large peak,” and “deep ML” are initialized with non-constant N2 profiles with

varying mixed layer thickness (ML) and peak N2 values (N2
peak) (Fig. 9).

Experiment τmax (Nm−2) N2
avg (s−2) N2 shape

lowW lowN 10−2 10−5 constant
lowW medN 10−2 5.5× 10−5 constant
lowW highN 10−2 10−4 constant

medW lowN 5.5× 10−2 10−5 constant
medW medN 5.5× 10−2 5.5× 10−5 constant
medW highN 5.5× 10−2 10−4 constant

highW lowN 10−1 10−5 constant
highW medN 10−1 5.5× 10−5 constant
highW highN 10−1 10−4 constant

ML (m) N2
peak (s−2)

small peak* 10−1 10−4 25 10−3

large peak* 10−1 10−4 25 2× 10−3

deep ML* 10−1 10−4 75 10−3

*See Sec. 4.3 for more details.

day 45

!"#$

%&'()
*+,-''

0.01
0 0.005

δΕ

Figure 3. Model setup and snapshot of isopycnals (black contours, interval of 0.15 kg/m3)

and depth tracers at day 45 for experiment highW highN (Table 3.1). A steady alongshore wind

blows into the page, driving coastal upwelling at the western coast of the domain. The initial

depth of the dominant tracer in each grid cell is shown in colors, and the shape of the vertical

diffusivity (and viscosity) Kz profile is also indicated.

We calculate the source depth over a time period when the model has achieved a363

dynamic equilibrium. This is identified as a 20 day period of the model run with the min-364

imal change in eddy kinetic energy (EKE) (Supporting Information, Fig. S1,S2). The365

EKE is calculated as EKE = 1
2 (u′2 + v′2 + w′2), where u′, v′, w′ are respectively the366

alongshore, cross-shore, and vertical velocity anomalies from the alongshore mean. For367
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each simulation, we identify the period of dynamic equilibrium as the 20-day period where368

the linear regression of the depth-averaged EKE in a nearshore 150 km band has the369

smallest slope, so the change in EKE with time is minimal during this period. We also370

find that our main results are robust to different choices of the 20-day time windows.371

Then for each day, we determine the source depth for a particular simulation by372

averaging over the upwelling area, defined by a distance r from the coast and a depth373

δ from the surface. We take r to be 30 km to represent a narrow coastal band where the374

deepest isopycnals are outcropping right at the coast. As for δ, since we are consider-375

ing water parcels that reach the surface, we choose δ to include just the top 3 layers of376

grid cells representing the upper 11.7 m. We find that varying δ between the top 2 to377

4 grid cells (which changes δ between 6.1 and 17.6 m) and varying r between 10 and 40 km378

alters the source depth by about 10 m. Averaging over the area given by r and δ gives379

a single source depth for each cross-shore transect in the model. The source depth is then380

calculated according to Eq. (8) for each day of the 20-day period and for each cross-sectional381

slice in the alongshore direction (we average 96 cross-shore slices of the model over 20382

snapshots, i.e., over n = 1920 realizations). We report the median Ds during this pe-383

riod, as well as the 10th and 90th percentile values.384

4 Results385

4.1 Evolution of model eddy field386

We now have everything we need to estimate Ds and ∆ρ from the scaling relations387

developed in Sec. 2 (Eqs. 5 and 6) and compare those to the actual source depths and388

density offsets calculated from tracers. But before doing that, we first show that the model389

produces reasonable upwelling dynamics and check that our assumption of a dynamic390

equilibrium is valid. Prior the onset of instabilities, the model produces the expected two-391

dimensional Ekman response (Fig. 4a). There is an offshore Ekman transport in the sur-392

face boundary layer with a weak return flow distributed throughout the interior, which393

is consistent with previous descriptions of coastal upwelling (e.g. Allen et al., 1995; Brink,394

1983; Huyer, 1983; Lentz & Chapman, 2004). Isopycnals steepen and outcrop near the395

coast, and we see the formation of a lateral density front and an alongshore surface-intensified396

jet in the same direction as the wind (Fig. 4a). Note that the jet velocities are larger than397

what is observed in the ocean because the wind is blowing nonstop in our model over398

many days, and the example shown is a strong wind case. Moreover, the upwelling trans-399

port in the model, calculated from integrating vertical velocities within a Rossby radius400

of the coast at the Ekman depth, is consistent with the theoretical value given by τ/ρf .401

Far offshore, beyond the region of interest, isopycnals are flat and the flow is barotropic,402

so the onshore return flow is uniformly distributed with depth below the mixed layer.403

One concern, with two-dimensional models or channel models such as ours, is that if the404

model is run for long enough, the deep offshore waters will reach the coast and the model405

will no longer be realistic. However, our simulations are not run long enough that this406

is an issue. For example, on day 20 in experiment highW highN shown in Fig. 4a, the407

onshore return flow is approximately barotropic around 275 km offshore with a veloc-408

ity < 0.01 ms−1. It would take over 300 days for water from y = 275 km to reach the409

coast, which is far longer than the length of any of our simulations (which extend up to410

180 days at most). Furthermore, 300 days is a lower-bound estimate and this timescale411

will be much larger for simulations with a weaker wind and weaker cross-shore veloci-412

ties.413

As the wind forcing persists, the front continues to intensify until it becomes baro-414

clinically unstable (Fig. 4b). The emergence of eddies can be seen in the surface fields415

as well as in the EKE (Fig. S1), which is initially zero during the spin-up of the sim-416

ulations and then sharply increases when instabilities emerge. The onset of instabilities417
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takes anywhere from 30 days for the high wind stress simulations, to over 100 days for418

the lower wind stress simulations. As expected, the EKE increases with stratification419

(due to an increased source of available potential energy) and wind stress. The EKE420

is typically much larger than the mean kinetic energy (Fig. S1). This behavior is con-421

sistent with the findings of Brink (2016). Lastly, there is a range of front widths L across422

the various simulations, which can be seen qualitatively in Fig. 6. Overall the front widths423

are consistent with the Rossby deformation radius. For a given stratification, medium424

and high winds result in a wider front since Ds is greater. And for a fixed wind stress,425

medium and high stratification gives rise to larger L than weak stratification.426

day 20 day 45!

"#$%

"#$%

&

Figure 4. Alongshore velocity u (colors) and density (black contours) at days 20 and 45 of

experiment highW highN (Table 3.1). a. Initially, after the alongshore wind is turned on, there is

a 2D response that produces an upwelling front and an alongshore geostrophic jet. Deeper isopy-

cnals outcrop near the coast and are nearly vertical in the upwelling region. b. At a later time,

the front then becomes baroclinically unstable and the resulting eddies slump the isopycnals. The

density contour interval is 0.15 kg/m3. This is an idealized model setup with a constant wind

blowing continuously, so the lateral velocities are larger than what would be observed in the real

ocean.

Next, we check the plausibility of assuming a balance between ψw (Eq. 1) and ψe427

(Eq. 2). Qualitatively, we see from Fig. 4 that eddies re-stratify the surface; the isopy-428

cnals are less vertical on day 45, a few days after the onset of baroclinic instabilities, as429

compared to day 20. We also directly calculate and compare ψw (Eq. 1) and ψe (Eq. 2)430

from the model fields (Fig. 5) to evaluate the balance between the wind-driven steep-431

ening and eddy-driven slumping of isopycnals. Similar to Mahadevan et al. (2010), we432

calculate ψw from the model velocity fields as433

ψw = −
∫ z

0

v̄ dz =

∫ y

0

w̄ dy, (9)434

where the overbar denotes an alongshore average. The eddy stream function ψe is typ-435

ically defined as ψe = v′b′/b̄z in the interior (Andrews & McIntyre, 1976) and ψe =436

−w′b′/b̄y for the boundary layer (Held & Schneider, 1999). These two forms were com-437

bined into a more general definition in Cerovečki et al. (2009), in which a coordinate stretch-438

ing factor ε is added to correct for the small aspect ratio seen in the ocean and in our439

model. Here, we use the Cerovecki formulation of ψe that is also used in Mahadevan et440

al. (2010):441

ψe = ε

(
εv′b′b̄z − 1

εw
′b′b̄y

b̄y
2

+ ε2b̄z
2

)
, (10)442
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where the primes denote deviations from the alongshore mean (v′ = v − v̄, w′ = w −443

w̄), and ε = 10−3 is a dimensionless vertical stretching factor. Mahadevan et al. (2010)444

found that the results are not sensitive to varying ε between 10−2 and 10−4.445

A cross-sectional slice of ψw and ψe calculated using Eqs. 9 and 10 on day 45 for446

experiment highW high N (Table 3.1) is shown in Fig. 5. The colorbars are scaled so that447

positive values are orange and negative values are purple, with white being zero. As ex-448

pected, ψw is predominantly positive, indicating a clockwise circulation that upwells dense449

water near the coast at y = 0 (Fig. 5a). On the other hand, ψe is mostly negative, so450

it drives a counter-clockwise circulation that opposes ψw (Fig. 5b). Averaged over the451

region of sloping isopycnals (130 km from the coast), ψe and ψw are similar in magni-452

tude and approximately balance each other above the source depth (Fig. 5c). The Fox-453

Kemper et al. (2008a) parameterization for mixed-layer instabilities ψMLI is shown in454

the gray-dashed line in Fig. 5c, and it seems to be an appropriate choice since it ade-455

quately captures the eddy activity in the simulations. We also experiment with using456

the paramterization of Marshall and Radko (2003) for mesoscale eddies, but it does a457

much poorer job of capturing the vertical structure and magnitude of ψe in our model.458

Thus, we feel confident in our choice of eddy parameterization and assumption of a quasi-459

balanced state in the overturning.460

a b c

Figure 5. a. Wind-driven overturning stream function ψw and b. eddy-induced overturn-

ing stream function ψe for experiment highW highN (Table 3.1). The cross section is located at

x=48 km on day 45. The colorbars are scaled so that zero is white, positive values are orange,

and negative values are purple. c. Stream functions averaged over the region of sloping isopyc-

nals (from the coast to y=130 km) in the cross-shore direction. The Fox-Kemper et al. (2008a)

parameterization for mixed-layer instabilities ψMLI is also shown in the dashed gray line.

4.2 Evaluation of scaling relations461

Finally, we can use our model experiments to assess the scaling relations for source462

depth (Eq. (5)) and density offset (Eq. (6)). Figure 6 shows a snapshot of the source depth463

calculated from tracers across the nine main simulations (Tab. 3.1). In general, for a given464

stratification, the source depth increases as expected with stronger winds. For a fixed465

wind stress, we see the source depth decreasing with higher stratification as predicted466

by Eq. (5). In addition, the density contours in Fig. 6 are all at the same 0.05 kgm−3
467

intervals, which allows us to compare the density offset (∆ρ, i.e. the difference in den-468

sity across the front) between simulations. It is clear that ∆ρ is directly related to strat-469

ification, as evidenced by the increasing number of contours as stratification increases,470

which is consistent with Eq. (6). One point to highlight is that a deeper source depth471

does not necessarily imply a larger density offset, which is what we might intuitively ex-472

pect. This is because the conversion from Ds to ∆ρ depends on N2, so the stratifica-473
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tion plays an important role in determining ∆ρ. An example of this can be seen in Figs. 6c474

and 6i. The former simulation has a much deeper Ds of over 250 m and a ∆ρ of about475

0.15 kgm−3 (Fig. 6c), while the latter case has a shallower Ds of about 140 m and a much476

larger ∆ρ of approximately 0.8 kgm−3 (Fig. 6i).477
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Figure 6. Surface isopycnals (black contours) and source depth (color) in each grid point for a

snapshot in time in each of the nine main simulations with constant stratification (Tab. 3.1). The

source depth is calculated from tracers and averaged in the top 3 grid cells representing the up-

per 11.7 m of the ocean, and the day from which the snapshot is taken is midpoint of the 20-day

analysis period for each simulation. The isopycnal interval is 0.05 kgm−3.

To more quantitatively assess the agreement between the “true” tracer-estimated478

source depth and Eq. (5), we compare the range of Ds calculated from the model against479

the theoretical predictions. Figure 7 is a scatter plot showing the median source depth480

from tracers with error bars denoting the 10th and 90th percentiles. The 1:1 linear re-481

gression line representing perfect agreement between Eq. (5) and the tracer-calculated482

Ds is shown and it has a correlation coefficient of r2 = 0.93. The r2 value is calculated483

for the nine experiments that are initialized with a constant N2 (Table 3.1), which are484

the black points in Fig. 7. Not only is there good correlation between the modeled and485

predicted Ds–which gives us confidence in the 1/2 power law relation–but Eq. (5) also486

captures the right magnitude of the source depth. The mean and standard deviation of487

the absolute error is 11.88 ± 8.84 m. The source depth in our simulations range from488

50–280 m, so an average error of about ten meters makes Eq. (5) sufficient for order-of-489

magnitude estimates.490

There are two outliers on the lower left of Fig. 7 with Ds ∼ 60 m that are higher491

than predicted and do not fall on the 1:1 line very well. These points correspond to the492

lowW medN and lowW highN simulations (Table 3.1), which have predicted source depths493

of 48 m and 42 m, respectively, according to Eq. (5). The predicted source depths for494

these two experiments turn out to be very close to the Ekman depth δE from Eq. (7),495

whose value is δE = 33 m with a transition depth of ∆ = 16.5 m. Thus, these two ex-496

periments may be examples in which the turbulent surface mixed layer given by Eq. 7497
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is actually too deep, and as a result, the source depth in the model is deepened due to498

mixing.499

1024 × 101 6 × 101 2 × 102 3 × 102

Cs (
0Nf )1/2 (m)

102

4 × 101

6 × 101

2 × 102

3 × 102

D
s (

m
)

1:1 line (r2 = 0.93)
constant N2

variable N2

Figure 7. “True” source depth calculated from tracers in the numerical model (Ds) compared

to the scaling relation in Eq. (5) Cs(
τ

ρ0Nf
)1/2. The median value is shown with error bars denot-

ing the 10th and 90th percentiles, and the gray line shows the 1:1 line. ρ0 is taken to be constant

reference density of 1027 kg/m3.

For completeness we can conduct the same comparisons between the true density500

offset in the model and predictions of Eq. (6), which is shown in Fig. 8. Similar to Fig. 7,501

the points closely follow the 1:1 line and the correlation coefficient is very high with r2 =502

0.95. Again, the r2 value is calculated only for the black points which are the experiments503

with a constant initial N2. We should not expect r2 to be the same for source depth and504

density offset because these two quantities are not simply related by a scalar; instead,505

we scale Ds by a variable N2 to obtain ∆ρ (because ∆ρ = −ρ0g N
2Ds). The higher r2

506

is an artifact of this transformation, and should not be interpreted as the density offset507

scaling relation being superior to the source depth scaling. The mean average error and508

standard deviation for ∆ρ is 0.055±0.057 kgm−3, while ∆ρ ranges from 0.07 to 2 kgm−3.509

So again, Eq. (6) seems appropriate for order-of-magnitude scaling purposes.510

4.3 More realistic N2 profiles511

So far, we have presented results from simulations initialized with a uniform ver-512

tical density gradient. Typically in the ocean, N2 is small and uniform in the surface mixed513

layer, reaches a peak at the base of the mixed layer, and then decays below that to be-514

come small in the interior. This raises the question of whether the scaling relations hold515

for more realistic N2 profile shapes. How much does the shape of the initial N2 profile516

matter? In the case of non-uniform stratification, what value of N2 should one use in517

Eq. (5)? To investigate this, we run three additional simulations whose initial N2 pro-518

files are more realistic (Fig. 9). We experiment with varying the peak N2 value and the519

mixed layer depth, but we maintain the same the average stratification in the upper 250 m520

at 10−4 s−2 (Fig. 9). This way, the depth-integrated N2 in the upper 250 m–which is521

just the density difference between the surface and 250 m–is the same. This allows us522

to compare the effects of only varying the shape of the density profiles, while holding the523

total stratification constant. In addition, the depth-averaged stratification over the full524
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Figure 8. Density offset expressed as the difference in density between the surface and the

upwelled water ∆ρ calculated from the numerical model compared to the scaling relation in

Eq. (6) Cs
g

( ρ0τ
f

)1/2 N3/2. The median value is shown with error bars denoting the 10th and 90th

percentiles, and the gray line shows the 1:1 line. ρ0 is taken to be constant reference density of

1027 kg/m3.

500 m depth is about 5.5×10−5 s−2 for the three simulations, which is the same as the525

medium stratification experiments (Table 3.1). A constant wind forcing of τ = 0.1 Nm−2
526

is used for all three simulations, so these results are meant to be compared to the highW highN527

and highW medN experiments (Table 3.1).528

The source depth and density contours for a snapshot in each of the three simu-529

lations are shown in Fig. 10. There is not a drastic difference in source depth between530

the small peak and deep ML experiments in Fig. 10 and Fig. 6f and i, which has the same531

wind stress and average stratification. However, the large peak simulation has a notice-532

ably deeper source depth. Testing the tracer-calculated source depths against Eq. (5)533

with N2 = 10−4 s−2 and N2 = 5.5×10−5 s−2 shows that a better agreement is achieved534

for the small peak and deep ML experiments when the higher stratification value is used.535

This hints that it is the total stratification in the upper ocean above the source depth536

that should be used in the scaling relation, and not the full water-column integrated strat-537

ification. After all, it is the upper ocean stratification that is relevant for the generation538

of available potential energy through upwelling and subsequent baroclinic instabilities.539

The gray dots in Fig. 7 show the range of source depths from these three exper-540

iments and the scaling-predicted value using the average initial stratification in the up-541

per 250 m. The small peak and deep ML source depths are clustered very closely around542

the point corresponding to the highW highN experiment. The median source depths of543

the small peak, deep ML, and highW highN simulations are 126.51 m, 131.82 m, and 124.25 m544

respectively, which are all within the range of the error bars. The large peak simulation545

has a deeper Ds of 184.36 m, although its error bars slightly overlaps with the other sim-546

ulations (Fig. 7). Similarly, the density offsets of the small peak and deep ML experi-547

ments are close to that of the highW highN simulation (Fig. 8 gray dots), while the large548

peak experiment has a higher density offset value.549
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Figure 9. Initial potential density profiles minus 1000 kgm−3 (σ, left) and corresponding N2

profiles (right) for the three experiments that have a non-constant initial stratification (see Ta-

ble 3.1). An Argo density profile from the Arabian Sea in July 2017 is also plotted in the gray

dashed line to serve as an example of a realistic density profile.
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Figure 10. Same as Fig. 6 except the three simulations shown have non-uniform initial strati-

fication profiles (see Tab. 3.1).

To understand why the large peak experiment has a deeper source depth, we can550

look at the nearshore density structure of these three simulations during the analysis pe-551

riod (Fig. 11). Despite being initialized with the same depth-integrated stratification,552

the nearshore stratification after the spin-up phase is actually weakest in the large peak553

experiment. This is because the strong initial stratification in the large peak experiment554

is quickly erased by the wind-driven mixing in the model, and the large peak case has555

the weakest initial stratification below the mixed layer (Fig. 9). Thus, the stratification556

that was actually present to energize the baroclinic eddies is weaker than in simulations557

with higher stratification below the wind-driven mixed layer. In this contrived exper-558

iment where depth-integrated N2 was held constant, altering the mixed layer depth did559

not affect the source depth, but changing the N2 peak did significantly affect Ds. The560

effects of the initial vertical density structure is an interesting question to investigate fur-561

ther in future studies.562
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Figure 11. Nearshore density profiles minus 1000 kgm−3 (σ, left) and corresponding N2

profiles (right) during period analyzed for source depth from the three experiments that have a

non-constant initial stratification (see Table 3.1). Profiles for each simulation are taken on the

days indicated in Fig. 10 at the location x=48 km and y=20 km.

5 Discussion563

After proposing a general scaling relation for the source depth of upwelled water564

and verifying it with numerical experiments, we can revisit the original motivating case565

of the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal as an example of how Eq. (5) may be useful in566

understanding what drives the different upwelling responses. The climatological south-567

westerly wind stress for July in Fig. 1b-c is τ = 0.20 Nm−2 in the AS and τ = 0.07568

Nm−2 in the BoB. The depth-averaged climatological N2 in the upper 250 m is 1.1×569

10−4 s−2 and 2.1×10−4 s−2 in the western AS and BoB, respectively. Taking f for the570

latitude 15◦N and ρ0 = 1027 kg m−3, Eq. 5 yields Ds = 181 m in the AS and Ds =571

91 m in the BoB. Converting source depth to the density offset yields ∆ρ = 2.1 kgm−3
572

in the AS and ∆ρ = 2.0 kgm−3 for the BoB. Unsurprisingly, the source depth in the573

BoB is considerably shallower than the AS, which is consistent with the colder SST in574

the AS compared to BoB (Fig. 1). However, SST is not reflective of the similar density575

offset in both basins because the density in the BoB is primarily salinity driven due to576

large freshwater inputs from rivers and precipitation (Mahadevan et al., 2016). But be-577

yond that, Eq. (5) allows us to quantify the relative importance of the different wind forc-578

ing and stratification on the difference in Ds between the AS and BoB. For instance, us-579

ing Eq. (5) we can estimate that if the AS wind stress were reduced to a third of its value,580

to be equal to the BoB wind stress, it would translate into a 41% reduction in source depth.581

If instead the AS stratification was doubled to match the BoB (but the AS maintained582

its original wind stress), it would result in a 15% reduction in source depth. The differ-583

ence in wind stress plays a larger role in explaining the difference in upwelling Ds be-584

tween the AS and BoB, but the stratification also plays a significant role.585

Furthermore, a potential implication of a shallower source depth in the BoB is a586

positive feedback cycle involving the Southwest Monsoon. Shallow Ds means higher SST,587

which leads to more convection and precipitation over the Bay of Bengal (Izumo et al.,588

2008). The increased precipitation further enhances stratification (or at least counter-589
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acts the decrease in N2 due to upwelling) in the BoB by providing a layer of buoyant590

freshwater at the surface. Lastly, the persistent strong stratification contributes to a shal-591

low upwelling source depth. McGowan et al. (2003) suggested a similar positive feedback592

in the California Current System where ocean warming leads to increased stratification593

and suppressed upwelling or shallower source depth, which further maintains high strat-594

ification. This is currently speculative, but it is interesting to note that in Fig. 1c, N2
595

decreases by 0.3×10−4 s−2 from May to August in the AS as a result of strong coastal596

upwelling, but in the BoB N2 only decreases by 0.1×10−4 s−2 in the same time period.597

The maintenance of the strong stratification in the BoB might be an example of this stratification-598

source depth feedback at play.599

While this work is originally motivated by observations of the Arabian Sea and Bay600

of Bengal, the theory developed here is general and can be applied to study other coastal601

upwelling regions such as the EBUS, and assess how they might change with global warm-602

ing. For instance, multiple studies support the Bakun hypothesis (Bakun, 1990) that along-603

shore winds will intensify under future warming scenarios, implying that coastal upwelling604

will intensify and result in increased productivity and cooler regional SSTs (Bakun, 1990;605

Sydeman et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; deCastro et al., 2016). However, many of these606

effects would be countered or partially mitigated by strong increases in stratification as607

a result of a warming oceans. This countering effect of stratification is mentioned in the608

literature (deCastro et al., 2016; Lorenzo et al., 2005; Auad et al., 2006), but untangling609

the interplay between wind, stratification, and source depth has been an open question610

to date (Bakun et al., 2015). Our work provides a way to quantitatively compare the rel-611

ative effects of changing winds and changing stratification on upwelling source depth.612

Additionally, this study has implications for the biological productivity of coastal613

upwelling regions. Observational and modeling studies have shown that intensifying upwelling-614

favorable winds do not necessarily correlate with increased primary productivity (e.g.615

Roemmich & McGowan, 1995; Renault et al., 2016), which highlights the necessity of616

considering other factors that affect nutrient supply and productivity. For example, in617

the well-studied California Current System, long term warming and increased stratifi-618

cation trends have been observed and linked to a shallower source depth (McGowan et619

al., 2003; Bograd & Lynn, 2003), diminished vertical fluxes of nutrients to the upper ocean (Lorenzo620

et al., 2005; Palacios et al., 2004), and significant ecosystem changes (McGowan et al.,621

2003). Our theory is consistent with these findings, and our contribution is to quantify622

and demonstrate a mechanism by which stratification alters the source depth. In par-623

ticular, since nitrate is known to be correlated with temperature or density (e.g. Omand624

& Mahadevan, 2013; Palacios et al., 2013), the density offset given by Eq. (6) could be625

a useful metric for studying nutrient upwelling, provided that a density-nitrate relation-626

ship is known. However to fully assess biological impacts, it is important to also consider627

other factors. For example, reduced upwelling may be compensated by enhanced nutri-628

ents at depth (Rykaczewski & Dunne, 2010; Xiu et al., 2018), and plankton biomass may629

not necessarily respond to nutrient changes if there are other controls such as ecosystem630

food web dynamics (Xiu et al., 2018).631

It is important to remember that our scaling relations, Eqs. (5) and (6), are tested632

using idealized numerical experiments which neglect several factors. To begin, we force633

the model with a constant wind that blows for months, but in reality the wind is inter-634

mittent and varies on a time scale of days with strong bursts and weak periods. Our scal-635

ing does not account for variable τ in time or space, but is meant to represent the ef-636

fects of the average alongshore wind stress over the course of an upwelling season. This637

work does not describe the increase in source depth over the course of days, such as when638

upwelling-favorable winds commence at the beginning of the upwelling season. Equations. (5)639

and (6) instead are meant to estimate Ds and ∆ρ over multiple weeks during the up-640

welling season, where we can assume an approximate balance of the mean ψw and ψe641

in that time span. Additionally, this work is focused on the near-shore region where Ek-642
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man transport dominates, and we do not consider the effect of Ekman pumping due to643

a wind stress curl, though Jacox and Edwards (2012) found that the shape of the cross-644

shore wind profile did have an effect on the upwelling source depth. Capet et al. (2004)645

also showed that different cross-shore wind profiles impacted the patterns of upwelling646

circulation, surface temperature, and biogeochemistry off the Californian coast. Further-647

more, we present a source depth scaling based on local forcing, but source depth can also648

be affected by large scale climate variability modes such as the El Niño-Southern Oscil-649

lation (Jacox et al., 2015), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (Chhak & Lorenzo, 2007) and the650

North Pacific Gyre Oscillation (Di Lorenzo et al., 2008).651

Lastly, the sloping topography, which is not addressed here, would result in some652

onshore transport along the bottom boundary layer (Lentz & Chapman, 2004; Jacox &653

Edwards, 2011, 2012) and also alter the eddy dynamics (Brink, 2016). The inclusion654

of topography would require re-working the scaling relation to include bottom stress as655

another mechanism for balancing the wind, and this is beyond the scope of this study.656

6 Conclusion657

We investigate the role of stratification and alongshore wind stress on the source658

depth in a coastal upwelling region. To our knowledge, there has been no study to date659

on the source depth in coastal upwelling regions that considers the role of submesoscale660

eddies. We present a scaling relation for the source depth at dynamic equilibrium that661

depends on a balance between the wind-driven Ekman circulation and the eddy restrat-662

ifying overturning circulation which shows that the source depth Ds = Cs(
τ

ρ0Nf
)1/2.663

This can be converted to a density offset scaling by considering the change in density664

from the surface to the source depth: ∆ρ = Cs

g (ρ0τf )1/2N3/2. The result of increasing665

source depth with weaker stratification is qualitatively consistent with previous studies666

(Jacox & Edwards, 2011, 2012; Oerder et al., 2015), but now we are able to quantify the667

effects of wind stress and stratification on the source depth. A main takeaway from our668

study is that both the source depth and the density offset depends nonlinearly on the669

stratification N and wind stress, and they contribute equally to the source depth. Thus,670

as stratification increases more drastically in a warming planet, the stratification will play671

a more important role in decreasing the source depth. That may have implications for672

increasing SST, which has a positive feedback, and in changing nutrient supply for pri-673

mary production, which are areas of future study.674
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